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Before we start….

• What would you like to get out of this session?

• What does research and scholarship look like at your 
institution? What do you WANT it to look like?

• Do you have an idea about where you might go from here?

• What resources and information do you need to move in 
that direction?

• What is the research climate at your institution?
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Agenda

• “Traditional” view of undergraduate 
research

• Problems with this traditional view

• Expansive Definition of 
undergraduate research

• 2 examples of what I do
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“Traditional” Definition of 
Undergraduate research

“Undergraduate research is an 
inquiry or investigation conducted 
by an undergraduate in 
collaboration with a faculty mentor 
that makes an original intellectual 
or creative contribution to the 
discipline.”

Source: Wenzel, TJ. What is 
Undergraduate Research? CUR 
Quarterly. 1997;17:163
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Problem:

• How to retain students?

• How to better engage students 
in learning?

• How to include more high 
impact teaching practices (HIPs) 
across campus?



Problem: How can Undergraduate Research:
• Be used across the curriculum?

• Be done in introductory level classes?

• Be used to engage ALL students, even those struggling in classes?



For 
Philosophy in 
Particular:

Student may have no 
previous experience with 
philosophy

No specific prerequisites to 
help prepare them for 
research

The realities of 
teaching

For me, 5/5 
load with up to 
45 
students/class



At my 
college: 
URSCA

Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative 
Activities

Types of URSCA:

Research-Relevant: develop skills important for UR

Research-Rich: provides practical skills in conducting 
UR

Scholarly/Creative/Innovative: provides experience 
and products as scholarly contributions to discipline



“Expansive” Definition of URSCA

“[A]ll forms of undergraduate research, scholarship, and creative activity are 
characterized by four unifying features: mentorship, originality, acceptability, and 
dissemination.”

Source: Osborn, J.M. and K.K. Karukstis. 2009. The benefits of undergraduate 
research, scholarship, and creative activity. In: M. Boyd and J. Wesemann (Eds.), 
pages 41-53, Broadening Participation in Undergraduate Research: Fostering 
Excellence and Enhancing the Impact. Council on Undergraduate Research, 
Washington, DC. 



4 features of URSCA: 

Mentorship

Originality

Acceptability

Dissemination



1. Mentorship

• Collaborative interaction between faculty 
mentor and student. 

• How might it look in a large introductory 
classroom or at the beginning stages of 
research?

• An iterative process within class where all 
students get feedback and guidance from 
the instructor

• A drafting process where students get 
feedback and guidance from the instructor

• A few students might work closely with 
the Instructor on a project



2. Originality

• Students make a meaningful and 
authentic contribution to problem 
or project, that is entirely or 
partially novel. 

• How might it look in a large 
introductory classroom or at the 
beginning stages of research?

• Students work on a project 
where the outcome is 
determined by their work and 
is new to them (not 
necessarily the field)

• Students work on the first 
steps to starting an original 
project, ex: identifying 
acceptable research within 
their field



3. Acceptability

Student’s work employs techniques and 
methodologies recognized by the discipline

Student’s work includes reflective/synthetic 
component



4. Dissemination

• Final product for which the process and results 
are peer-reviewed, critiqued, juried, or judged 
in a manner consistent with disciplinary 
standards

• How might it look in a large introductory 
classroom or at the beginning stages of 
research?

• Students participate in campus wide 
OSCARS

• Within a class, students present their work

• Students present work at an 
undergraduate conference or a journal



Intro to 
Philosophy 

Research 
Assignment

Students choose a topic in groups

Group picks sources

• I help them find accessible sources—maybe from a 
textbook we’re not using, podcasts, blogs. 

• Ex: Ted talks, Quartz articles, Hi-Phi Nation podcasts, etc.

• During the pandemic, I selected topics and sources from 
which they could pick

I meet with groups during class to provide 
mentorship and feedback

Groups present their research to the class



Intro to Ethics: “Experiments in Ethics” Civic 
Engagement project

Scaffolded, interrelated but independent 
“experiments” related to class content

Students complete “experiments” and write 
a reflection

I give formative feedback on their work

They do next “experiment”

Final Experiment: Organize an Activity where 
students carry out a change making activity

Students present to the class 
“Scaffolding Civic Engagement Projects: A study into the effectiveness of supported small scale, independent, student-
designed projects” Monica Janzen and Catherine Ford. Transformative Dialogues: Teaching and Learning Journal, 
Volume 13, Issue 3, 2020, https://journals.kpu.ca/index.php/td/index.



Experiment Task Student examples Rationale for Assignment

Change Making Letter -Identify an ethical issue that personally affects you

-Identify a specific person who can do something 

about that issue

-Write a letter making an argument for the change that 

needs to be made

-Student writes to elders at her place of worship asking 

for dancing policy changes

-Student writes to high school principal suggesting 

equitable dress code policy 

-Develops skills for philosophical 

argumentation 

-Connects philosophical arguments to student 

lives

-Invites examination about actions that may 

lead to changes

Change a habit or 

develop a virtue

-Identify a virtue or habit to cultivate or change

-For 7 days, work to make this change 

-Provide documentation of actions and write a 

reflection connecting actions to course materials

-Students try planning meals to avoid eating out

-Students limit their use of phones

-Creates space for specific reflection on self as 

ethical agent

-Allows students to think about philosophy as 

both public and private

Research -Come up with an idea for your Organize an Activity

-Research similar projects and provide notes

-Research needed resources and provide notes

-Students form groups

-Students learn how to make room reservations and 

follow campus poster guidelines

-Provides direction and ideas for students 

-Helps students organize their ideas and time 

before the Organize an Activity is due

Volunteer Activity -Identify organization(s) that makes changes

-Volunteer at least 4 hours

-Provide documentation of actions and write a 

reflection  connecting actions to course materials

-Students pack food for those in hunger

-Students walk dogs at animal shelters

-Differentiate volunteering for an organization 

and organizing an activity

Charitable Giving 

Investigations

-Compare a familiar organization with a charity 

recommended by Peter Singer

-Provide notes on research

-Give an argument for where Professor’s money should 

be donated and connect to Peter Singer’s arguments

-Students compare an organization suggested by Singer 

(Oxfam International, Against Malaria Fund, etc) to one 

they are familiar with (Red Cross, Make a Wish 

Foundation, etc.)

-Provides flexibility to address specific concepts 

in depth

Organize an Activity -Identify an issue 

-Organize an action to make a positive change 

- Provide documentation of actions and write a 

reflection connecting actions to course materials

-Create an electronic portfolio, a 1-minute video, and 

tips for next semester’s students 

-Present to the class

-Student organizes a walk to benefit an organization 

working on ending eating disorders

-Student organizes shoe collection for a local 

organization benefitting people experiencing 

homelessness

-Allows students to draw on lessons learned 

earlier in the semester (scaffolding) before 

initiating an activity

Letter to Future 

Students

-Reflect on the objectives for the Experiments in Ethics

-Write a letter, drawing on any relevant class materials 

discussing the pros and cons of the assignment

-“After taking this course, I have a more positive 

outlook on volunteering and charity as whole. I see just 

how truly accessible change is to an individual, and that 

gives me hope for the future of the world.”

-Allows students to make connections across 

course content and unite experiments as a 

singular assignment 



Resources for 
you:

• My Handouts (find on AAPT 
conference webpage)

• https://www.engagedphiloso
phy.com/

https://www.engagedphilosophy.com/

